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Do you constantly struggle with making simple, yet confusing grammatical errors
in your writing? If so, then keep reading... If you're like most of us, accidentally
making grammatical errors - big and small - in our writing is inevitable. Whether it
be in an academic piece of writing, or a simple little text message to your friend,
making grammatical errors can be embarrassing and make your writing feel
rushed and done with little to no care at all. With countless guides on how to
properly write and speak, finding books that focus predominantly on common
English grammar errors are few and far between. So, that's why we decided to
create this book focused strictly on common English grammar errors, how to fix
them and how to never make them again. In Common English Grammar
Mistakes 101, here is just a fraction of what you can expect: 150+ common
English grammar mistakes 3 clearly laid out examples of each common error to
better your understanding 3 corrected versions of each error to give you 100%
certainty 2 - 3 multiple choice questions with answers per common mistake to
test your ability Common mistakes including, but not limited to: punctuation,
sentence structure, spelling, formatting, verbs, adjectives and many other English
grammar components 1 full chapter devoted to advanced English mistakes to
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ensure you're an expert by the time you finish the book And so much more... At
the end of the day, being able to master English grammar is a skill millions of
people struggle with all around the world. I believe being able to identify common
errors in writing and apply strategies to fix them with ease should always be the
first step to becoming a master of English writing. So, if you want to know every
single one of the most common English grammar errors, how to fix them and how
to never make them again... Order a copy of this book today! And never make an
English grammar mistake again!
Written according to the New York State Kindergarten Foundation for the
Common Core Standard with Digital Interactive Technology
Excel Basic Skills: English Workbooks Year 3 will help prima ry school students
with the reading and writing they do every day at sch ool in English and in other
subjects. Each chapter is set out as a separ ate unit of work covering a different
type of writing (etext type,,) an d contains exercises that relate to that particular
text type. Wh en you work in this book you will be practising writing many of the
text s you learn at school. Most of the sample texts have been written by stu
dents in Year 3. Work through the chapters from 1 to 11 in order. By doi ng this
you will build on skills and understanding from one chapter to t he next. By the
end of the book you will have a good understanding of Ye ar 3 English. In this
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book you will find: eleven cha pters, each set out as a unit of work covering a
particular text type (s uch as narratives, letters, speeches and information
reports), including a chapter on writing for school projects exercises and activit
ies in each chapter which are directly linked to the text type covered practice in
skills such as spelling, grammar, vocabulary, punctu ation and comprehension
interesting and relevant sample texts, including many written by Year 3 students,
with important features highl ighted answers to all questions at the back of the
book
English in Common is a six-level American English integrated-skills course for
adult and young adult learners based on CEFR standards and learner outcomes.
Finding direction and purpose English in Common 3B motivates learners through
Can Do objectives which give direction and purpose, ensuring students know
what they are learning, why they are learning it, and how they will be able to use
the language outside of the classroom. Engaging learners' interest English in
Common 3B engages learners' interest by offering a new twist to familiar topics
—topics that reflect students' needs and interests. This ensures that students will
always have something to say about the content of the lesson. Developing active
learners English in Common 3B encourages active participation in learning by
guiding students to use their own knowledge as they observe structures in
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context to figure out language use and form independently. The English in
Common Student Books are divided into either ten or twelve units and have
enough material for approximately 60 to 90 hours of instruction. Each Student
Book has a bound-in ActiveBook, which contains a digital Student Book with the
entire audio program, Extra Listening practice and activities, and a printable
Language Portfolio to help students keep a record of their progress. This is a
Split Edition, with combination Student Book and Workbook covering the second
half of the level. This version is also available as a blended learning program with
MyEnglishLab - an online learning tool for personalized practice, with automatic
gradebook. English in Common Level 3 is for Pre-intermediate, and covers
competencies in the A2-B1 bands of the CEF.
Do you constantly struggle with making simple, yet confusing grammatical errors
in your writing? If so, then keep reading... If you're like most of us, accidentally
making grammatical errors - big and small - in our writing is inevitable. Whether it
be in an academic piece of writing, or a simple little text message to your friend,
making grammatical errors can be embarrassing and make your writing feel
rushed and done with little to no care at all. With countless guides on how to
properly write and speak, finding books that focus predominantly on common
English grammar errors are few and far between. So, that's why we decided to
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create this book focused strictly on common English grammar errors, how to fix
them and how to never make them again. In Common English Grammar
Mistakes 101, here is just a fraction of what you can expect: 200+ common
English grammar mistakes 3 clearly laid out examples of each common error to
better your understanding 3 corrected versions of each error to give you 100%
certainty 2 - 3 multiple choice questions with answers per common mistake to
test your ability Common mistakes including, but not limited to: punctuation,
sentence structure, spelling, formatting, verbs, adjectives and many other English
grammar components 1 full chapter devoted to advanced English mistakes to
ensure you're an expert by the time you finish the book And so much more... At
the end of the day, being able to master English grammar is a skill millions of
people struggle with all around the world. I believe being able to identify common
errors in writing and apply strategies to fix them with ease should always be the
first step to becoming a master of English writing. So, if you want to know every
single one of the most common English grammar errors, how to fix them and how
to never make them again... Order a copy of this book today! And never make an
English grammar mistake again!
This second edition updates a course which has proven to be a perfect fit for
classes the world over. Engaging content and a strong focus on grammar and
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vocabulary combine to make this course a hit with both teachers and students.
This Workbook provides extra language and skills practice for use both in the
classroom or at home. It also includes extra vocabulary exercises corresponding
to the expanded lexical sets in the Student's Book 'Vocabulary bank'. 'Study Help'
and 'Skills Tips' sections give learners extra support and guidance. The audio
content to accompany the workbook is included on the Student's Book DVDROM and on the Audio CDs.
Cambridge English for the World offers: - an approach centred around the whole
educational context of learning English at school - links across the school
curriculum to other subject areas throughout the course, and to other classes in
different countries - content and concepts related to learners' ages and levels of
ability - an organisation which takes into account the realities of teaching English
at school: mixed abilities, mixed motivation, time available, and class size material which has been developed and successfully piloted in collaboration with
teachers and classes in many parts of the world. The course consists of four
levels, plus a Starter level for learners with little or no previous English. The
content and tasks in level 3 reflect the needs and interests of young adult
learners, taking them to an intermediate level.
Texts in Action 3 takes a comprehensive look at texts... The broad range of texts investigated
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ensures it will appeal to many students ...The engaging exercises provided throughout will
challenge students.... Ideally each student will have their own copy (as) by completing the
exercises in the books, students will create a very useful resource.. VATE Newsletter No 4,
2007This successful English workbook incorporates an introductory unit that highlights why we
study texts in English. Key fe
English in Common is a six-level American English integrated-skills course for adult and young
adult learners based on CEFR standards and learner outcomes. Finding direction and purpose
English in Common 3A motivates learners through Can Do objectives which give direction and
purpose, ensuring students know what they are learning, why they are learning it, and how
they will be able to use the language outside of the classroom. Engaging learners' interest
English in Common 3A engages learners' interest by offering a new twist to familiar topics
–topics that reflect students' needs and interests. This ensures that students will always have
something to say about the content of the lesson. Developing active learners English in
Common 3A encourages active participation in learning by guiding students to use their own
knowledge as they observe structures in context to figure out language use and form
independently. English in Common 3A Student Books are divided into either ten or twelve units
and have enough material for approximately 60 to 90 hours of instruction. Each Student Book
has a bound-in ActiveBook, which contains a digital Student Book with the entire audio
program, Extra Listening practice and activities, and a printable Language Portfolio to help
students keep a record of their progress. This is a Split Edition, with combination Student Book
and Workbook covering the first half of the level. This version is also available as a blended
learning program with MyEnglishLab - an online learning tool for personalized practice, with
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automatic gradebook. English in Common 3 is for Pre-intermediate, and covers competencies
in the A2-B1 bands of the CEF.
English in Common is a six-level American English integrated-skills course for adult and young
adult learners based on CEFR standards and learner outcomes. Finding direction and purpose
English in Common 3 Workbook motivates learners through Can Do objectives which give
direction and purpose, ensuring students know what they are learning, why they are learning it,
and how they will be able to use the language outside of the classroom. Engaging learners'
interest English in Common 3 Workbook engages learners' interest by offering a new twist to
familiar topics -topics that reflect students' needs and interests. This ensures that students will
always have something to say about the content of the lesson. Developing active learners
English in Common 3 Workbook encourages active participation in learning by guiding
students to use their own knowledge as they observe structures in context to figure out
language use and form independently. Level 3 is for Pre-intermediate, and covers
competencies in the A2-B1 bands of the CEF. The Workbook contains activities that match the
topic areas and language points in the Student Book.
Based on extensive research, Grammar and Beyond ensures that students study accurate
information about grammar and apply it in their own speech and writing.
Brighter Child English & Grammar for Grade 3 helps students master language arts skills.
Practice is included for nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, punctuation, and more. School
success starts here! Workbooks in the popular Brighter Child series are packed with plenty of
fun activities that teach a variety of essential school skills. Students will find help for math,
English and grammar, handwriting, and other important subject areas. Each book contains fullPage 8/20
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color practice pages, easy-to-follow instructions, and an answer key.
This practice workbook is the perfect preparation tool for the Common Core English Language
Arts (ELA) tests. These workbook tests are at Grade 3 level. This workbook will develop all the
skills that students need and provide ongoing practice with all the various questions and
categories found on the real Common Core ELA tests. It aligns questions to the new Common
Core Standards assessed on the tests. Buy your copy now!!
English in Common is a six-level American English integrated-skills course for adult and young
adult learners based on CEFR standards and learner outcomes. Finding direction and purpose
English in Common 3B motivates learners through Can Do objectives which give direction and
purpose, ensuring students know what they are learning, why they are learning it, and how
they will be able to use the language outside of the classroom. Engaging learners' interest
English in Common 3B engages learners' interest by offering a new twist to familiar topics
--topics that reflect students' needs and interests. This ensures that students will always have
something to say about the content of the lesson. Developing active learners English in
Common 3B encourages active participation in learning by guiding students to use their own
knowledge as they observe structures in context to figure out language use and form
independently. The English in Common Student Books are divided into either ten or twelve
units and have enough material for approximately 60 to 90 hours of instruction. Each Student
Book has a bound-in ActiveBook, which contains a digital Student Book with the entire audio
program, Extra Listening practice and activities, and a printable Language Portfolio to help
students keep a record of their progress. This is a Split Edition, with combination Student Book
and Workbook covering the second half of the level. This version is also available as a blended
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learning program with MyEnglishLab - an online learning tool for personalized practice, with
automatic gradebook. English in Common Level 3 is for Pre-intermediate, and covers
competencies in the A2-B1 bands of the CEF.

Based on extensive research, Grammar and Beyond ensures that students study
accurate information about grammar and apply it in their own speech and writing.
This is the second half of Workbook, Level 3. In the Workbook, learners gain
additional practice in the grammar from the Student's Book, including practice
correcting common learner errors.
Get the most out of the knowledge you learned in the ESL guide, 117 Most
Common English Idioms and Phrasal Verbs, with this multiple choice workbook.
With this self-study ESL guide, you will be able to test your knowledge of the
most common idioms and phrasal verbs - and immediately hear the correct
answer after each question. This is the third of five workbooks based on the
popular ESL guide, 117 Most Common English Idioms and Phrasal Verbs.
An integrated four-skills, American English course for adults and young adults.
Four Corners Second Edition Level 3 (CEFR B1) combines effective,
communicative methodology with a practical, 'can-do' approach, giving students
the language they need to communicate with confidence. Clear learning
outcomes and 'can-do' statements for every lesson, linked to the Common
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European Framework of Reference (CEFR), help teachers and their students
measure the progress being made. This is the printed Level 3 Workbook A that
complements the Level 3 Student's Book A, and consists of the first six units
(1-6). It can be used in class or for homework, and provides students with
additional vocabulary, grammar, functional language and reading practice.
Changes is a four-level general English course for adult and young adult
learners. Changes ensures that students have every opportunity to develop
confident communicative ability as well as accuracy in English.
Book 1, 2 & 3 of Teacher King's English Beginner Course in one book! It contains
all 90 lessons to help a student begin learning English the right way! Level:
Beginner - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing.
Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way!
This workbook has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This
workbook features: - 90 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 900 important
words used in daily life - 90 fun worksheets for easy learning of vocabulary words
- Common sentence structures for everyday topics - Easy interactive worksheets
to learn sentence structures - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - 90
phonetics with interactive pages - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-bystep grammar development - Vocabulary words include Arabic translations
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Teacher King's English Beginner Course is the easiest way to learn English.
Written by ESL specialists, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a Second
Language for over 30 years around the world.
The English Connection, an integrated skills course, highlights the holistic
approach to language teaching and learning. The underlying principles of
language learning advocated by the CBSE, i.e., learner autonomy, reflective
thinking, creativity, and interactive learning, have been incorporated in the
pedagogy that is embedded in the course content of the series.
"Wealthy British aristocrat Ambrose Altamont hires Sherlock Holmes to expose
two suspect psychics. During the ensuing seance Altamont's deceased daughter
Louisa reappears as a vampire - and Sherlock Holmes vanishes. With time
running out, Watson feels he has no choice but to summon the only one who
might be able to help - Holmes's vampire cousin, Prince Dracula..."--Back cover.
The three pocketbooks comprising the 'English Through Pictures Series' are the remarkable
invention of I A Richards and Christine Gibson, who designed them to help the learner speak,
read and write English in the quickest and clearest possible way -- through pictures. The
authors have made a careful selection of the most widely useful English words, choosing those
with the power to define other words, and have put them to work in key patterns that offer the
learner the ability to communicate successfully in English. Book 1 contains a vocabulary of 250
such words, with an additional 500 developed in Book 2; these 750 words are then used in
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Book 3 to build a command of 1000 words which, by their defining power, hold the possibility of
understanding as much as another 20,000 words of English. Throughout 'English Through
Pictures', responsibility for learning is placed directly on the learner, who from the very start
enjoys the ability to put essential words to work creating key sentence patterns where meaning
is clearly shown in pictures. These simplified drawings allow learners to focus on the sentence
and to enjoy growing confidence as they successfully take control of language, with the
workbooks in Books 1 and 2 challenging and reinforcing their growing competence as both
speakers and readers. Motivated and inspired, learners will soon find to their delight that fluent
communication in English -- the common language of today's world -- lies well within their
grasp. 'English Through Pictures' has already been used successfully by millions of learners in
over forty countries.
????????????, ??, ???????, ???????????????, ????????, ????????????, ???????;????????,
??????????, ???????, ???????.
An integrated four-skills, American English course for adults and young adults. Four Corners
Second Edition Level 3 (CEFR B1) combines effective, communicative methodology with a
practical, 'can-do' approach, giving students the language they need to communicate with
confidence. Clear learning outcomes and 'can-do' statements for every lesson, linked to the
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), help teachers and their students
measure the progress being made. This is the printed Level 3 Workbook B that complements
the Level 3 Student's Book B, and consists of the second six units (7-12). It can be used in
class or for homework, and provides students with additional vocabulary, grammar, functional
language and reading practice.
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When you use Excel Basic Skills: English Workbook Year 4, yo u will be practising recognising
and writing many of the text type you l earn at school. Several of the sample texts have been
written by student s in Year 4 and are good examples of what a Year 4 student can achieve.
The Excel series of English Workbooks for Years 3- ...6 w ill help primary school students with
the reading and writing they do ev ery day at school -% in English and in other subjects. Each
chapter is set out as a separate unit of work covering a different type of writing (etext type,,)
and contains exercises that relate to that particular te xt type. In this book you will find: eleven
chapters, each set out as a unit of work covering a particular text type (such a s narratives,
letters, speeches and information reports), including a ch apter on writing for school projects
exercises and activities i n each chapter which are directly linked to the text type covered
practice in skills such as spelling, grammar, vocabulary, punctuation and comprehension
interesting and relevant sample texts, inclu ding many written by Year 4 students, with
important features highlighte d Answers to all questions at the back of the book
Everyday English comic books are designed as progressive readers for learners of English as
a second or foreign language. The series starts out with simple grammatical structures and
vocabulary, then gradually build to more complex forms. The situations in Book 3 cover
common everyday language skills and competencies such understanding written directions,
describing a series of events, reading a directory, understanding U.S. measurements, reading
a simple recipe, reading food and car ads, making a medical appointment, describing common
symptoms, reading road signs, requesting information about the price and condition of a car,
and describing how people work. The grammar recycles the structures presented in Books 1
and 2. Structures presented in this book include the use of common regular and irregular verbs
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in the past tense, expressions used with do, make and get, two-word verbs, intransitive verbs
with prepositions of direction, would like, that with clauses, say and tell, time expressions with
take, and regular and irregular forms of adjectives and adverbs. The vocabulary includes
commonly used technical terms, household chores, daily activities, common two-work verbs,
common shopping terms, food containers, measurements, general medical terms, parts of the
body, symptoms and illnesses, common adjectives and adverbs, and wording found on safety
signs. See pages 117 for contents of other the comic books in this series. This comic book is
accompanied by a workbook: English for Better Jobs 2. The content of the workbook follows
the same story line and characters, and it provides detailed grammar explanations, oral
practice drills, and writing exercises that are presented in the last half of English for Better Jobs
2.
BeeOne Grade 3 English Workbook 2020 Edition Features 292 pages Global standard
worksheets of PYP(IB), US Common Core Standards, UK National Curriculum, Singapore
Curriculum, Australian Curriculum, New Zealand Curriculum and suitable for any International
curriculum. The topics covered are Handwriting Skills | Picture Prompt | Phonics & Sounds |
Literacy | Grammar | Reading Comprehension | Writing Work | Spelling & Vocabulary This Eworkbook features well designed worksheets with examples given in most of them and ideal for
use throughout the year to support classroom work, to help with internal assessments, holiday
practice and to revise for the end-of- year examinations at school brought to you by BeeOne
Books Important Features of this Book 292 high quality worksheets which will make your child
perfect in his/her understanding of all topics suitable for a Grade 3 student globally. Aesthetic
design helps children fall in love with English Aligned with Latest Curriculum of 2020 The
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worksheets are aligned with the latest curriculum of Enhanced PYP, Common Core, K2,
Singapore Math, Australian Curriculum, CBSE & all well-known International Curriculum
Lowest Price We understand the importance of price for teachers & parents, we keep our costs
low to ensure we provide you Global standards workbook at the Lowest Price Design This
workbook features well designed worksheets with examples given in most of them and ideal for
use throughout the year to support classroom work, to help with internal assessments, holiday
practice and to revise for the end-of- year examinations at school. About BeeOne Books
Publishers of 100’s of high-quality, well designed & result oriented Workbooks suitable for
Grade 1 to 6 Are the creators of www.grade1to6.com, the World’s leading worksheet website
of high-quality Math & English Worksheets for Grade 1 to 6 created by reputed teachers
worldwide. We welcome all suggestions and views to improve our offerings. Testimonials
Beeone Books is rated a high 4.8 out of 5 in Teachers pay Teachers and used by 1000’s of
teachers worldwide. See some of the testimonials by users who are mostly well acclaimed
teachers. Imogen D Great to reinforce knowledge taught. December 7, 2019 Gail. S Wow.
Comprehensive and easy to choose necessary additional resources when I need it to
supplement my Math Program. November 26, 2019 Michelle L. Great for modified programs in
elementary. November 7, 2019 Toni B. Good material for practice October 28, 2019 Randeep
D. Everything was so organized! very happy to have found this. July 3, 2019 Lisa B. This is
easy to grab and print when you need just some straight up practice. This is a fantastic
package. The Canadian curriculum is a little different, so I'm able to use parts of this for all the
different levels of students in my class - from grade 2 to grade 6. June 27, 2019 Rachel S.
Great product for longer worksheets. A few can be finished in a minute; you have to be
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selective for longer work sessions. June 10, 2019 Sharon W. Excellent! loved it. June 10, 2019
Lilli H. Great resource for my differentiated students. April 29, 2019 Emily R. This is great!
March 30, 2019 Janice M. Good angle work. My class loved it. March 20, 2019 Melissa M S. A
great review resource. March 12, 2019 Lesley A. Great resource. February 15, 2019 Erika B.
Great resource, thank you. November 13, 2018 Charise G. Great math supplement! June 18,
2018 Daniela S. Great! June 10, 2018 TeachPlanBeHappy Awesome resource! thanks! May 7,
2018
English in Common is a six-level American English integrated-skills course for adult and young
adult learners based on CEFR standards and learner outcomes. Finding direction and purpose
English in Common 3 motivates learners through Can Do objectives which give direction and
purpose, ensuring students know what they are learning, why they are learning it, and how
they will be able to use the language outside of the classroom. Engaging learners' interest
English in Common 3 engages learners' interest by offering a new twist to familiar topics
–topics that reflect students' needs and interests. This ensures that students will always have
something to say about the content of the lesson. Developing active learners English in
Common 3 encourages active participation in learning by guiding students to use their own
knowledge as they observe structures in context to figure out language use and form
independently. The English in Common Student Books are divided into either ten or twelve
units and have enough material for approximately 60 to 90 hours of instruction. Each Student
Book has a bound-in ActiveBook, which contains a digital Student Book with the entire audio
program, Extra Listening practice and activities, and a printable Language Portfolio to help
students keep a record of their progress. English in Common is also available as a blended
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learning program, with MyEnglishLab, an online learning tool for personalized practice, with
automatic gradebook. English in Common Level 3 is for Pre-intermediate, and covers
competencies in the A2-B1 bands of the CEF.
English in Common 3A SplitStudent Book with ActiveBook and WorkbookAllyn & Bacon
The Insight Meditation twelve-month correspondence course is an unparalleled home
immersion in vipassana meditation and philosophy, presented by the cofounders of the Insight
Meditation Society, Sharon Salzberg and Joseph Goldstein. Cultivate the sacred environment
of a retreat in your own home, with the help of a personal instructor. Includes twelve sequential
lessons, an 88-page workbook with interactive exercises, and more.
Unlock is a four-level academic skills course that combines thought-provoking video from
Discovery Education(TM) with carefully scaffolded exercises and a fresh approach to critical
thinking skills. Unlock Reading and Writing Skills Level 2 provides 60-90 hours of classroom
material. Access to the Online Workbook is provided via a code packaged with the Student's
Book. Critical Thinking sections give students frameworks to formulate their own opinions and
express themselves effectively in the end-of-unit academic tasks. Unique research into
common learner errors (using the Cambridge English Corpus) focuses the language used in
Unlock on those areas learners find most challenging. Videos from Discovery Education(TM)
(accessible via the Cambridge Learning Management System and supplied on the Teacher's
Book DVD) provide new angles on a range of academic subjects.
English Alive is a multi-skill course in English that uses innovative teaching and learning
methods. The series teaches communicative English through interactive exchanges using a
cross-curricular approach. It
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American English in Mind is an integrated, four-skills course for beginner to advanced teenage
learners of American English. The American English in Mind Level 3 Workbook provides
language and skills practice for each Student's Book unit. The Workbook can be used both in
the classroom and at home. Listening exercises utilize audio tracks found on the DVD-ROM
accompanying the Student's Book.
English in Common is a six-level American English integrated-skills course for adult and young
adult learners based on CEFR standards and learner outcomes. Finding direction and purpose
English in Common 3A motivates learners through Can Do objectives which give direction and
purpose, ensuring students know what they are learning, why they are learning it, and how
they will be able to use the language outside of the classroom. Engaging learners' interest
English in Common 3A engages learners' interest by offering a new twist to familiar topics
–topics that reflect students' needs and interests. This ensures that students will always have
something to say about the content of the lesson. Developing active learners English in
Common 3A encourages active participation in learning by guiding students to use their own
knowledge as they observe structures in context to figure out language use and form
independently. The English in Common Student Books are divided into either ten or twelve
units and have enough material for approximately 60 to 90 hours of instruction. Each Student
Book has a bound-in ActiveBook, which contains a digital Student Book with the entire audio
program, Extra Listening practice and activities, and a printable Language Portfolio to help
students keep a record of their progress. This is a Split Edition, with combination Student Book
and Workbook covering the first half of the level. This version is also available as a blended
learning program with MyEnglishLab - an online learning tool for personalized practice, with
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automatic gradebook. Level 3 is for Pre-intermediate, and covers competencies in the A2-B1
bands of the CEF.
An integrated four-skills, American English course for adults and young adults. Four Corners
Second Edition Level 3 (CEFR B1) combines effective, communicative methodology with a
practical, 'can-do' approach, giving students the language they need to communicate with
confidence. Clear learning outcomes and 'can-do' statements for every lesson, linked to the
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), help teachers and their students
measure the progress being made. This is the printed Level 3 Workbook that complements the
Level 3 Student's Book and can be used in class or for homework. It provides students with
additional vocabulary, grammar, functional language and reading practice.
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